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Let n be any integer ___ 0 and Gn the group of homeomorphisms of II~ n with com- 
pact support. A well-known result of J. Mather [4] asserts that the discrete group 
Gn is an acyclic group in the sense that the homology groups Hi(Gn, Z) of the 
group Gn with integer coefficients (under trivial Gn-action on Z) vanish for all 
i_>l. In [1] in the process of strengthening results of Kan and Thurston [2], 
Baumslag, Dyer and Heller prove nice results on functorial embedding of groups 
into acyclic groups. One of the key ideas in [1] is the concept of a 'mitotic' group. 
They show that mitotic groups are acyclic and by taking repeated HNN-extensions 
they prove that groups can be functorially embedded into mitotic groups. The proof 
of acyclicity of G n given by Mather in [4] is somewhat different in spirit from the 
proof of the acyclicity of mitotic groups given in [1]. 
In our present note we introduce the concept of a pseudo-mitotic group and show 
that pseudo-mitotic groups are acyclic. It turns out that all mitotic groups are 
pseudo-mitotic and the groups Gn are all pseudo-mitotic for n_  0. Thus we get a 
uniform proof for the acyclicity of all G n and all the mitotic groups. 
In [7] W.R. Scott introduced the concept of an algebraically closed group and 
proved that any group G can be imbedded in an algebraically closed group A. In 
case G is finite, A can be chosen to be countable and in case G is infinite A can 
be chosen to have the same cardinality as G [3, p. 228]. In [1] Baumslag, Dyer and 
Heller show that every algebraically dosed group is mitotic. A natural question that 
one can ask is whether groups could be imbedded functorially into algebraically 
closed groups. In our present note we also show that it is not possible to get a func- 
torial imbedding of groups into algebraically closed groups. 
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1. Mitotic and pseudo-mitotic groups 
Definition 1.1 [1]. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. We say that H has 
a mitosis in G if there exist elements c, d in G satisfying the following conditions: 
O) hd- lhd=c- lhc for all h~H,  
(ii) hd-lh'd=d-lh'dh for all h,h' in H. 
Definition 1.2. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. We say that H has a 
pseudo-mitosis in G if there exist homomorphisms ~o:H- 'G ,  ~ I :H~G and an 
element g6 G satisfying the following conditions: 
(j) h~l(h) = ¢'0(h) for all h e l l ,  
(ii) h~q(h')=q/~(h')h for all h,h' in H, 
(iii) ¢q(h)=g-l~uo(h)g for all he l l .  
Remark 1.3. Suppose H has a mitosis in G. Let c, d in G satisfy (i) and (ii) of 
Definition 1.1. Let ¥o : H ~G,  ~ul : H ~G be given by ~uo(h ) = c-lhc, ~ul(h ) = d-lhd 
for any h e l l .  Let g= c - lde  G. Then ~'0, ~Ul and g clearly satisfy conditions (i), (ii), 
(iii) of Definition 1.2 and hence H has a pseudo-mitosis in G. 
For any group G and any field K we write Hi(G, K) for the homology groups of 
the group G with coefficients in K, where G acts trivially on K. 
Proposition 1.4. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of  G admitting a pseudo- 
mitosis in G. Let lz :H~G denote the inclusion. Let n be an integer >_1 and K a 
field. Suppose ~ : A ~ H is a homomorphism ofgroups satisfying the condition that 
qb. : H i (A ,K)~Hi (H ,K  ) is Zero for l <_i<_n-1. Then 
(lZOqb).:Hi(A,K)-~Hi(G,K) is Zero for  l <i<_n. 
Proof. Let ~u0 :H~G,  ~I :H-*G and g~ G satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
Definition 1.2. Define 17 :HxH~G by tl(x,y)=x~ul(y). For any (x,y) and (x',y') 
in H x H we have 
rl(x, y)rl(x; y') = x~l (Y)X'¢/l (Y) 
=xx'~l(y)~ul(y') from (ii) of Definition 1.2 
= x:x'~l (yy') 
and 
Here 
rl((x, y)(x" y')) = rl(xx" yy') = xx'~l/1 (yy'). 
y)(x;  y'))  = y') .  
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Thus r / :HxH-~G is a group homomorphism. 
Let gl :A-+A xA,  A2 : A--,A xA  and Jl : H -~HxH be the group homomor- 
phisms given by gl (a) = (a, 1); A2(a) = (1, a) for any a e A and Jt (x) = (x; 1) for every 
x~H. Then tlJl(x)=rl(x, 1)=xe/l(1)=x for any x~H.  Hence 
lljl =Ia : H ~G (1) 
Now, ( /zo0) ,=/z ,  o0 , .  From 0 ,=0 for 1 <_i<_n-1, we see that (/zo 0 ) ,=0 for 
1 <i<n-  1. Hence to prove Proposition 1.4 we have only to show that 
(/a o 0), : H,(A, K)~Hn(G, K) is Zero. 
From the Kiinneth formula we have 
Hn(AxA,  K)= ~ Hi(A,K)®Hj(A,K)  t 
i+j=, (2) 
Hn(HxH, K)= ~ Hi(H,K)®Hy(H,K) 
i+j=n 
where the tensor product is over K. 
For any a ~A,  we have r/(0 x 0)~1(a) = r/(0(a), 1) = ~lJl(a)). Combining this with 
(1) we get ~(0 x0)Al(a)=lzO(a). Hence 
~(0 x 0)~i =/z0 (3) 
Let u ~ Hn(A, K). From (3) we get 
(]./0)*(u) = ~*(0 X 0),A1 ,(/./) 
= r/,(0 x 0 ) , (u  ® 1) = r / , (0 , (u)  ® 1). (4) 
Let AA : A~A xA be the diagonal homomorphism. For any aeA,  we have 
1/(0 X 0)A A (a) = r/(0(a). 0(a)) = 0(a)9/1 (0(a)) 
= ¢'o0(a) from (i) of Definition 1.2. 
This yields 
~(0 x 0)AA = ¢'o0. 
From (5) we get 
(5) 
¢,o,0,(u) = q,(0 x 0),(Aa),(u) 
= q,(0 x 0) ,  I u®l+l®u+ ~ Oi(~Wjl i+j=n i>l,j>l 
with oi e Hi(A, K), wj e Hy(A, K). Hence 
= 1 + 1 ®o, (u ) )+. , (  +, 
;=>~ 
\ i _> l , j _  1 
0,(v/) ® 0,(wj)) 
= r/ .(0.(u) ® 1) + 17.(1 ® 0.(u)) (6) 
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since O,:Hi(A,K)-*Hi(H,K) is Zero for 1 <_i<_n-1. 
Again it is easily seen that 
r]({0 X {0)A 2 = ~//10- (7) 
From (7) we get 
~/ / I ,¢ , (U)  = r],(¢ X $),(1 ® U) = r/,(l ® $,(u)). (8) 
Condit ion (iii) of Definition 1.2 implies g~ = Int g o ~u0. Since (int g), = identity on 
H,(G, K) we see that 
q/l ,  = qt0* on H,(H, K). (9) 
From (6), (8) and (9) we get 
q,(O,(u) ® 1) + ~/,(1 ® O,(u)) = r/,(1 ® O,(u)). 
Hence 
r/,(O(u) ® 1) = 0. 
Now, from (4) we see that (gq~),(u)= 0. This completes the proof of Proposition 
1.4. [] 
Remark 1.5. The above proposition is actually a generalisation of Proposition 4.1 
of [1]. The value n= 1 is perfectly allowed in this proposition. Then "~,=0 for 
1 _< i_< n - 1 = 0"  is emptily valid and the proposition then yields (/z o ~),  = 0 on 
HI(A,K). 
Def in i t ion  1.6. A group G is said to be mitotic (respectively pseudo-mitotic) f every 
finitely generated subgroup H of G admits a mitosis (respectively a pseudo-mitosis) 
in G. 
From Remark 1.3 we see that any mitotic group is pseudo-mitotic. 
Theorem 1.'/. Any pseudo-mitotic group is acyclic. 
Proof .  We first observe that if A is a finitely generated group admitting a pseudo- 
mitosis in G, then there exists a finitely generated subgroup A1 of G with A C 
A 1 C G such that A admits a pseudo-mitosis in A 1- In fact if g~0 :A-~ G, ~1 : A ~ G 
and g e G satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) of Definition 1.2, define A 1 = grp(A, ~u0(A), ~/1 (A), g) 
in G. Then A 1 is finitely generated, geA 1 and ~uo:A~A1, gI:A--*A I. It follows 
that A admits a pseudo-mitosis in A~. 
Let now G be a pseudo-mitotic group. To show that G is acyclic it suffices to 
prove that H i(G, K) = 0 for i > 1 and for any field K. Let A be any finitely gener- 
ated subgroup of G and/z A : A~G the inclusion. Since G is pseudo-mitotic, A has 
a pseudo-mitosis in G. From the comments above there exists a finitely generated 
subgroup A 1 of G with A C A ~ and A admitting a pseudo-mitosis in A 1- Proceeding 
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thus, by induction, we construct a sequence {A,}n>_o of finitely generated sub- 
groups of G with A =Ao c_A1 c__A2 c_A3 c__ ... such that Aj has a pseudo-mitosis n
A j+l for each j_> 0. For each n >_ 1 let Jn :A ~A~ denote the inclusion. Then, from 
Proposition 1.4 we see immediately that j~.:Hi(A,K)~Hi(An, K) is Zero for 
1 -< i < n. It follows that 
(IUA),:Hi(A,K)~Hi(G,K) is Zero for all i_>l. 
Now G is the direct limit of its finitely generated subgroups and the direct limit 
of the inclusion maps into G is the identity map of G. Since homology commutes 
with direct limits we get Hi(G,K)=O for all i_>l. This proves Theorem 1.7. [] 
2. A theorem of J. Mather 
Let X be any topological space and 0 : X--,X a homeomorphism of X. 
Definition 2.1. The support of tp denoted by Supp ~ is the closure in X of the set 
{xeX[ 0(x)~x}. ¢ is said to have a compact support if Supp0 is compact. 
Let ~(X)  denote the group of homeomorphisms of X. For any ¢, ~ in Y(X) we 
have Supp ¢~- 1 = Supp ~, Supp ~ C Supp ¢~ U Supp ~, and Supp ~0~u- 1= ~(Supp ¢0- 
It follows that the elements ~ in X(X) having a compact support form a normal 
subgroup of W(X). Let n be an integer _> 0 and G, the group of homeomorphisms 
of [R n with compact support. In [4] J. Mather proves that G n is pseudo-mitotic. 
Then using Theorem 1.7 we can immediately conclude that G n is acyclic. In this 
section we will isolate that part of Mather's proof which shows that G n is pseudo- 
mitotic. 
Theorem 2.2. Let n be an integer >_ O, Gn the group of homeomorphisms of ~n 
with compact support. Then Gn is pseudo-mitotic. 
Proof. If n = 0, then Gn = { 1 } and there is nothing to prove. Now assume n -  1. Let 
A be any finitely generated subgroup of Gn. We have to show that A admits a 
pseudo-mitosis in G,. Let A = grp(¢l , . . . ,  ck) in Gn and Ki = Supp ¢i. Then 
K=U k i=l Ki is a compact subset of [R". Hence there exists an r>0 such that 
KCB(r) where B(r) = {xe [R"] Ilxll < r}. Let D(r) = B(r) = {xe Ilxll --- r}. For 
each integer j_> 1 let Bj denote the open ball of radius r/2 j with centre 
( ( '  2r I+~+- - -+U,  I j  . . . ,0 
and Dj = the closure of Bj. let p = (4r, 0, 0,..., 0) e [R". Then there exists a 
homeomorphism O:[Rn ~IR n with Supp OCD(4r)= {xe I Ilxll _4r} and satisfying 
the following conditions: 
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(a) O(D(r)) = Dz , 
(b) O(Dj)=Dj+I for j__ l ,  
(c) O({p})={p}. 
Then for any j > 1 we have OJ(D(r)) = Dy, hence D(r) N OJ(D(r)) = O and 0J(D(r))--}p 
as j~oo.  Clearly ¢ cA =Supp ¢CKCB(r)CD(r). 
Define ~'0, ~l from A to G,, as follows: For any ¢eA,  
{~,o(¢)}(x) =
{~(0)}(x )  = 
- ~O(x) i f  x c D( r ) ,  
oJeko-J(x) if x c Dj, j >_ 1, 
x if x~D(r)U U Dj, 
j~ l  
"OgOO-J(x) for  xcDj, j>_ 1, 
X ifxC. UD j. 
j>_l 
Then 
Supp ~o(q~)CD(r) k U Djk){p} 
j>l  
It is clear that qZo: A--* Gn, 
and Supp ~1($)C U DjO{p}. 
j>l  
I~¢ 1[A ~ Gn are group homomorphisms and that 
~q(0) = O~,o(0)o -1 v¢  cA .  
Thus if we set g = 0-1c Gn we have 
gl(0) =g- l  go(0)g VOeA. (10) 
For any q~, O' in A we have 
SupprkCKCD(r) and Supp~l(C¢)C~DjU{p }. 
j>l  
Hence Supp 0NSupp q/l(O')=0 for any 0, ~' in A. This in particular yields 
and 
Hence 
"-~x0'l(O')(x) if xe  




Supp 0 U Supp ~¢1 (O t), 
( l~) i f  x e 
{q&(~')~}(x)= ')(x) if xe  
k_x if x¢ 
Supp ~, 
Supp qJl (~'), 
Supp ~0 U Supp qA(O'). 
q~l (O') = ~1 (O')O for all q~, O' in A. (11) 
Also for any q~ e A we have 
~ ¢(oJ ¢o-J)(x) 
{¢~,l(o)}(x)= (¢(x) 
for xeDj, j>_ 1, 
for x ,  U Dj 
jml 
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from the definition of ~'l(¢)- 
Since xeDj=OJtpO-J(x)eDj and Supp$CD(r)  and D(r)NDj=fl we see that 
O(Oi¢o-J)(x) = OJOO-J(x) for xeDj. 
If x ~ D(r), we have ¢ffx) = x. Hence 
( oJ o-J(x) 
= 
for xeDj, j>_ 1, 
for x e D(r), 
f°r xqD(r)U (LU1DJ ) 
Hence 
~//1(~)=~0'0(~) for all ¢~A.  (12) 
From (10), (11), (12) we see that A has a pseudo-mitosis in Gn. But A was an ar- 
bitrary finitely generated subgroup of Gn. This proves that G n is pseudo- 
mitotic. [] 
3. Algebraically closed groups 
The concept of an algebraically closed group was introduced by W.R. Scott [7]. 
He further proved that any countable group G can be imbedded in an algebraically 
closed group. His proof also yields the result that any infinite group G can be im- 
bedded in an algebraically closed group having the same cardinality as G. 
{xj}j>_l will denote a countable set of 'variables'. Let G be a group. The nota- 
tion W(xj, gk) will denote a word in the variables xj and elements gk in G. Of course 
in each word W(Xj, gk) only finitely many Xj and gk will be involved. W(xj, gk) will 
be referred to as a word in the variables xj with coefficients from G. We recall 
some definitions. 
Definition 3.1. A finite set of equations and inequations 
Wi(xj, gk)= l ( l_<i_m),  
Vl(Xj, gk) :# 1 (1 <_l<_n) 
is said to be consistent with G if there exists a group H and an imbedding 
: G ~ H such that the system 
Wi(xj, dP(gk)) = 1 
Vt(xj, qb(gk)) :# 1 
(1 <_i<_m), 
(l___l_<n) 
has at least one solution in H; meaning that there exist (a finite number of) elements 
aj in H with Wi(aj, qb(fk))=l for l<_i<_m and Vt(aj, qb(gk))~l for l<_l<<_n or H. 
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Definition 3.2. A group G is said to be existentially closed if every finite family of 
equations and inequations Wi(xj, gk)= 1 (1 <i<_m), Vl(xj, gk)#: 1 (1 <l<_n) consis- 
tent with G has already got a solution in G. 
Definition 3.3. A group G is said to be algebraically closed if G :# { 1 } and any finite 
system of equations Wi(xj, gk) = 1 ( l _ /<m)  consistent with G has already got a 
solution in G. 
In [5] B.H. Neumann has shown that a group G is algebraically closed if and only 
if it is existentially closed. We need the following result due to B.H. Neumann. 
Theorem 3.4 (B.H. Neumann [5], [6]). Let G be any algebraically closed group. 
Then 
(i) G is simple, and 
(ii) G is not finitely generated 
A proof of this can be found in [3, p. 229]. 
Let Grp denote the category of groups and T a class of groups. We consider 
as a full subcategory of Grp. 
Definition 3.5. By a functorial imbedding of groups into groups in the class ~ we 
mean an imbedding G>ia~.F(G) for every G eGrp with F(G)e ~ satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) F :Grp~ ~ is a covariant functor. 
(2) For any f :  G--,H in Grp the diagram 
i G 
G> , F (G)  
l in 
H)  , F(H) 
is commutative. 
Let ~¢ denote the class of algebraically closed groups. 
The main result of this section is: 
Theorem 3.6. There is no functorial imbedding of  groups into algebraically closed 
groups. 
Proof. Suppose there is a functorial imbedding of groups into algebraically closed 
groups. Thus for every group G there is an imbedding ia : G )--*F(G) with F(G) e J  
and satisfying (1) and (2) of Definition 3.5. For any two groups G, H let/aa: G-* 
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G xH, rlG:G xH- ,G  be defined by lza(g)=(g, 1), rla(g,h)=g. Then r/o/z c = 1 d e. 
Hence F(r/c) o F (g )= Idrta). This in particular implies that F(G xH)F(nc----~F(G) is 
an epimorphism of groups. From Theorem 3.4, we see that F(G x H), F(G) are 
simple and not finitely generated, in particular F(G)=#{1}. The simplicity of 
F(GxH) and F(G) implies that F(rlc):F(GxH)--,F(G) is an isomorphism. 
Similarly we see that F(G x H)=F(H). 
Let us now pick a group G. Then there exists a group H with ]H I > IF(G)[ where 
IX[ denotes the cardinality of X. For such a group H, since iH'Hr-~F(H ) is an 
imbedding, we get IF(H)I >_ ]H I . Similarly [F(G xH)[  > [G xH[ .  Hence 
IF(GxH)I>-IGxHI>-IHI>IF(G)I by choice of H. 
But [F(G xH)]  > [F(G)I contradicts the fact that F(G xH)=F(G). This contradic- 
tion completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. [] 
Remark 3.7. I do not know whether the group G n of homeomorphisms of [R n with 
compact support is actually mitotic. 
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